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The magnitude and transient nature of the gas temperature in the cylinder of an internal 
combustion engine makes the measurement quite difficult. Several techniques have been 
employed to try and determine the actual gas temperatures in internal combustion engines, 
and most of these have either shown inconsistency or turned out to be extremely expensive. 
In this thesis, the use of a thermocouple to determine the gas temperature was explored. It was 
known from the outset that the thermal inertia would not allow the thermocouple to track the 
gas temperature. However, at some point during the rise and fall of the gas temperature, a 
state of thermal equilibrium would be achieved between the thermocouple and the surrounding 
gas. At this postulated equilibrium point, the thermocouple temperature would be constant and 
the gas temperature would be inferred at this instant. The gas temperature for the rest of the 
cycle would then be calculated from this pOint. For the fired engine cycles it would be 
necessary for the minimum thermocouple temperature to occur during the compression stroke 
before the spark event, while conditions are still considered to be homogeneous. 
A mathematical model was set up to predict the engine breathing, compression, and fuel 
combustion. A heat transfer model for the thermocouple was also set up to optimise the 
appropriate physical parameters (i.e. length and diameter) of the thermocouple. Tests were 
conducted on a CFR engine to evaluate the validity of the concept and the initial model. After 
initial tests, the method and the model both appeared to be satisfactory, and other 
thermocouple probes were designed based on this model. 
At the second stage of the project, two unsheathed thermocouple probes with a wire diameter 
of O.2mm were designed to protrude 2mm and 4mm into the cylinder of the engine. Tests were 
conducted on the CFR engine while being motored and fired, and at different engine speeds, 
compression ratio, and equivalence ratio for the fired engine. Results for the 4mm 
thermocouple were deemed not useful since the results from the fired engine all had the 
minimum thermocouple temperature occurring after the spark ignition had occurred. 
It was found that the initial numerical model was inadequate to describe the temperature for the 
2mm and the 4mm thermocouple probes, so a boundary layer model to estimate the 
temperature profile within the cylinder had to be considered. The boundary layer model was 
added to the already existing numerical model. The revised numerical model managed to 
describe the temperature in the 2mm thermocouple with acceptable accuracy, but was 












used to model the velocity profile within the boundary layer described by Foster and Witze 
(1987), was inconsistent with the velocity profile modelled for the CFR engine by Hsiao (2006). 
From the modelled results an equation that compensated for boundary layer thickness and 
conduction to the wall temperature was developed. This modification managed to reproduce 
gas temperature for the motored engine to an accuracy of about ±40°C, at the CAD of 
calculation, when compared to temperatures estimated using an ideal gas calculation. An 
attempt to apply the same equation to the fired engine tests was not successful and under-
estimated the gas temperature by as much as 100°C at the CAD of calculation, when 
compared to temperature values estimated from a simulation of the measured pressure. 
Upon evaluating the findings of this project, and reviewing the literature available, it was 
recommended that the use of acoustic methods of measuring the gas temperature would be a 
more viable alternative. This was motivated by their well published relative simplicity and 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Project background 
Gas temperature measurement in the combustion chamber is a significant aspect of the study 
and development of internal combustion engines. Gas temperatures are important in 
determining the engine efficiencies, in the formation of exhaust emissions, and in fuels 
research. One of the main benefits of being able to measure gas temperature in a combustion 
engine accurately is to enable researchers to validate computer models used in the prediction 
of the combustion process. 
However the transient nature and the absolute magnitude of the gas temperature in the 
cylinder of the internal combustion engine makes the measurement difficult. Over the years, 
several techniques have been employed to try and determine the actual in-cylinder gas 
temperatures. These techniques include direct measurement by means of a thermocouple, 
acoustics, and laser-based techniques where the gas temperature would then be inferred, but 
they have either shown inconsistency or turned out to be impractical or too expensive. 
The research group at the Sa sol Advanced Fuels Laboratory needed an inexpensive and 
robust technique to measure the gas temperature in an engine. The method proposed in this 
thesis involves using a thermocouple to deduce the gas temperature at one instant during the 
compression stroke. 
1.2 Project objectives 
The purpose of this project was to investigate the possibilities of making use of the 
thermocouple probe to determine the gas temperature at one instant inside the cylinder of an 
internal combustion engine. This was to be done in the region of the combustion chamber 
where the thermocouple temperature would not exceed the metallurgical limit of the probe, and 
inferring the gas temperature from the reading given by the thermocouple. 
• A mathematical model was used to characterise the physical parameters of this probe. 
• An experimental thermocouple probe was built to ascertain the accuracy and the 
precision of this model. 
• Deficiencies in numerical model were identified and the model was reworked to improve 
the correlation between the measured and predicted thermocouple temperature under 
motoring conditions. 











Chapter 1 : Introduction 
1.3 Proposed hypothesis 
The following method was proposed at the onset of this project as a potential solution. 
• Create an engine combustion and heat transfer numerical model to predict the gas 
temperatures inside the engine, and determine the plausibility of the method and the 
physical parameters of the thermocouple. 
• The proposed thermocouple would have to able to track the gas temperature on a 
diminished scale in such a way that the thermocouple temperature would be in decline 
during exhaust and inlet strokes, as the gas temperature starts to rise during 
compression, an upswing in the thermocouple temperature would occur. The 
thermocouple temperature at which this upturn would occur would represent an 
equilibrium point where the thermocouple temperature and the gas temperature would 
be assumed to be equal. From this assumed equilibrium temperature, the gas 
temperature for the rest of the cycle would be calculated using measured pressure 
data. Temperatures would then also be calculated back to inlet valve closure 
conditions. 
• For the fired engine, the equilibrium point would have to occur before the spark 
occurred. This is because after the spark has occurred and the flame is propagating 
through the cylinder, the conditions in the cylinder are no longer homogeneous. 
• It would be possibly necessary to have the hot junction of the thermocouple as close to 
the wall as possible and to have strong thermal contact with the wall, so as to be able to 
conduct heat to the wall at high temperatures. This is to prevent the thermocouple from 
burning during combustion. 
• Ideally have the thermocouple thin enough so as to obtain a temperature swing with 
sufficient magnitude to enable adequate experimental resolution of the equilibrium 
point. 
• With the thermocouple inserted into the combustion chamber, measurements would be 
taken and compared against initial modelling results. The model would then be 
reworked to match the actual result. This would be used to calibrate the model for future 
use. 
1.4 Layout of document 
This document is structured as follows: 
The following chapter explores literature relevant to this project, focusing on methods used to 
measure gas temperature in engines, the use of thermocouples in temperature measurement, 











Chapter 1 : Introduction 
Chapter 3 follows with the theoretical development of the project, how the engine combustion 
and boundary layer models were set up, and the reasoning behind the heat transfer model 
used in the project. 
Chapter 4 explains how the thermocouples used in the experiment were built and the tests that 
were run on the CFR engine. 
In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 the test results and the results from the modelling work are 
presented and analysed. This is done with the view of assessing the effectiveness of the 
method and the validity of the model. 
Based on the results, conclusions and recommendations for future work will follow. The 











Chapter 2 : Literature Review 
2. Literature Review 
The measurement of gas temperature and wall temperature of internal combustion engines 
and the heat flux to the walls of the cylinder has been explored by many researchers. It was 
important and relevant for this project to review previous work done in measuring gas and wall 
temperature. A review of the previous use of thermocouples in measuring temperature in a 
transient situation, and understanding their limitations is also described in this section. Because 
of its particular relevance to this project, heat transfer in internal combustion engines and 
conventional heat transfer theories were also reviewed. 
2.1 Gas temperature measurement in an Internal Combustion Engine 
Measurement of in-cylinder gas temperatures has been an ongoing subject of research in the 
field of automotive development. In-cylinder gas temperatures have an effect on the volumetric 
efficiency, knock, and NOx formation. Exhaust gas temperatures also affect the oxidation of 
hydrocarbons in the exhaust thereby indirectly affecting emissions. Several methods have 
been developed for measuring gas temperatures in the cylinders of internal combustion 
engines. Several optical techniques have been developed in attempts to measure temperature 
non-intrusively along with acoustic methods, most of which have only been successful to a 
limited extent. 
2.1.1 Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy 
Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) is a well developed technique for 
temperature measurement, and has been used to measure temperature non-intrusively in 
internal combustion engines. The CARS technique probes the population distribution of 
molecular energy rotational energy levels, which can be used to calculate the temperature. 
CARS can be used to measure the temperature of nitrogen and oxygen or mixtures of the two 
(Bood et ai, 1997). The CARS technique can also provide temperature measurements with a 
spatial resolution of 50IJm (Lucht et ai, 1991). 
Transient end gas temperature measurement has been done by Bood et al (1997) in a 
modified single cylinder engine, where the end gas pocket was produced in a desired location 
in the cylinder. Bood et al wanted to measure the temperature of the end gas before the onset 
of knocking. Measurements done during the compression of the end gas corresponded with the 
calculated values. Single shot measurements done at -42CAD showed a standard deviation of 
about 2.5% from the mean due to the statistical laser mode fluctuations inherent in the 











Chapter 2 : Literature Review 
done by Lucht et al (1991) in the thermal boundary layer of an engine using the CARS method 
show a scatter of about 10-20K in the core gas. 
2.1.2 Emission Absorption Spectroscopy 
Emission-absorption has also been used to infer the temperature in internal combustion 
engines. Aust et al (1999) used emission-absorption spectroscopy to measure crank angle 
resolved temperatures in the combustion chamber of a standard production engine. The 
technique involved the use of a chopped laser beam through the combustion chamber via 
specially designed optical sensor assemblies. This method involves simultaneous 
measurement of the spectral radiance and spectral absorptance along the line of sight. Both 
the radiance and absorptance are dependant on the wavelength, temperature and the species 
present in the combustion chamber. In non-equilibrium conditions the measured data would 
give an 'excitation temperature' which could be around 300K above the actual temperature. 
With the gas seeded with potassium, equilibrium temperatures could be measured, and it was 
assumed that the amounts of potassium added to the gas had a negligible effect on the 
combustion process. Potassium is in thermal equilibrium during combustion and as only atomic 
potassium is formed in the burnt zone, actual burnt zone temperatures could be derived. 
Visible spectral emission and spectral absorption signals were recorded alternately with 10 
crank angle resolution yielding combustion temperatures according to Planck's and Kirchhoff's 
radiation laws. 
For steady state conditions, comparisons were made for temperatures derived using a two-
zone thermodynamic model from the pressure readings and temperatures derived from the 
spectroscopic method, but this method was not applicable for transient or cold start 
temperature measurement, so only the spectroscopic method was used for these cases. The 
pressure data measured was of sufficient accuracy but the temperature accuracy was 
restricted by certain assumptions. 
Temperature from the thermodynamic model agreed well with the temperature for the spectral 
method to within about 50K. Deviation from the two methods at times arose because of the fact 
that the thermodynamic analysis represented average temperatures of the whole combustion 
volume, whereas the spectral method averages the temperature along the line of sight. It was 
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2.1.3 Fiber Optic Heterodyne Interferometry 
A fiber optical heterodyne interferometry system has been developed to measure high 
resolution temperature histories for unburned and burned gases in combustion chambers non-
intrusively. This method was found to be fairly insensitive to fluctuations caused by mechanical 
vibrations. Gas temperatures were measured during the compression stroke of the engine 
(Kawahara et ai, 2001). 
The system's principles are shown in Figure 2-1. Since the refractive index is affected by the 
temperature and gas species concentrations, the gas composition is required to calculate the 
temperature. 
Unburned gas mixture 
compressed with 
the flame propagation 
.l ~ Interferometry 
I Refractive index I 
Glads~one-Dale ~ • ____ Gas composition 
Equation ..... 
I Density I 
Ideal gas law ____ Pressure 
I Temperature I 
Figure 2-1: Principle of temperature measurement using laser interferometry (Kawahara et ai, 2001) 
For the temperature calculation it is necessary that the initial pressure and temperature be 
known, and then the temperature would be calculated from the pressure and the change in 
frequency. 
Kawahara et al did tests in a constant volume vessel where propane-air or methane-air 
mixtures were used. The inlet pressure and temperature were measured using a mercury 
manometer and a J-type thermocouple respectively. A reference signal was kept out of the 
combustion chamber while the test signal was passed through the combustion chamber and 
the phase shift in the waves was calculated from the resulting difference in frequency beats. It 
was shown that the temperature of the unburned gas as measured by the heterodyne was 
almost equal to that calculated assuming adiabatic compression of the gas, thus it was 
assumed that the compression process was adiabatic for the duration of flame propagation. 
Kawahara et al also did tests during the compression stroke of an engine. A homogeneous 
fuel/air mixture was stored in a separate tank and inducted into the engine via a pipe through a 
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of the gas started at BDC and the initial gas temperature at inlet valve closure was measured 
by a resistance wire thermometer, and then calculated using the pressure and the heterodyne 
signal. The result of this technique correlated with the temperature calculated assuming the 
polytropic compression of air, where the temperature at IVC was measured using a resistance 
wire as a thermometer. 
2.1.4 Acoustic Thermometry 
Acoustic techniques of measuring gas temperature are attractive because of the relative 
simplicity and are relatively inexpensive compared to the specialised laser techniques. The 
technique also has a potentially faster response compared to thermocouples. The basic 
procedure for this technique is as follows: two transducers are placed across the intended 
medium at a known distance apart. A signal is sent across this medium and the time of flight is 
recorded. The velocity of the sound through a gas is a function of the temperature and 
composition so, given a known composition, the temperature can be calculated. The average 
temperature is inferred from Equation 2-1. In the case of internal combustion engines, during 
the experiment the fuel/air ratio is measured in the exhaust and is used to estimate the gas 
composition in the cylinder, uncertainties are introduced by the residual gas mass, which is 
unknown (Bauer et ai, 1997). 
Equation 2-1 
c=~yRT 
In work done by Bauer et al (1997) on a single cylinder Ricardo MK III engine crankcase fitted 
with a Volvo 4 valve cylinder head, the two transducers were inserted into holes facing each 
other across the cylinder. When firing the engine, results were obtained during the 
compreSSion part and the early expansion of the engine cycle, low pressure and high 
temperature conditions in the later part of the cycle were detrimental to receiving a signal. In 
the simulation, the ideal gas law was used, using the mass calculated from the temperature 
derived from the sonic velocity of gas and the measured pressure. 
During measurement losses occur, which lead to difficulties in signal processing. Transmission 
losses and attenuation loses are suffered through the whole process, and these are dependant 
on temperature and pressure. In the cylinder the pressure and temperature vary widely thus 
causing different conditions for signal processing. 
Uncertainties in the measurement also stem from time of flight detection, with the main issue 
being the clear identification of the start of sound transmission and the detectors' response to 











Cilapier 2 LileralJife He"",," 
noticeable sound signal is emitted and received is difficult to determine with preGlsion The 
uncertainty introduced by th is is il lustrated in Figure 2-2 where a comparison of the simlilated 
actllalscheme to the ideal situation is shown , Uncertainties in the measurement also stem lrom 
gas composition uncertainties and gas temperature distribufKln. These uncertainties are much 
larger in the burnt region and result in an aggregate uncertainty of about 125K 
;~~";:;: ~ ' III\ ' III\ ! \' 1 1-=:::::.1 




2,1 5 Wavelength-Agile Absorption Spectroscopy 
In-cytinder gas temperature measurements have been carried out in an Heel engine using a 
wav~ength-agile absorptKln sensor with a fiber cOllpled LED The gas temperature was 
inferred from the H,O absorption features The absorbance spectra measured from the engme 
at a particular crank angle degree is integrated and compared to a synthetic library of 
absorbance features at the meaSLIred press lire and similar H,O mole fraction Research was 
done to get a better understanding of the operation of the Heet engine by measuring the 
temperature during compression and ignition 01 the engine Measurements were done on a 
Single cytlnder engine which at lowed for lubricant-free operation and optica l access to the 
cy1inder volume via opposed quarlL windows (Sanders et al. 2003). 
Sanders et al conducted their measurements while the eng'lne was being motored and with two 
lean fuellalr mixtllres, Measurements were compared with mass average calclilated gas 










Comment: On considoratlOn of tile tochniques reViewed, all tile techniques reported similar 
acwracies. Although Ihe CARS method is ahle 10 provide spatial variallOflS in lemperalwe, IIle 
otllef me/llods wllich measvre the temperature along the lille of sight, are wfficiellt in 
validatlllg models wllere an average gas temperature is adequate, in such siluations the 
a<;oustic ledmique of measuring temperalwe is ~iable because of its slmpllCily and 
rnexpensrvefless wllOn compared to the speclailsod laser lochlllques, and is shown not to 
compromise accuracy too severely III comparison to other tochniques 
2.2 Temperature measurement using thermocouples 
''"''hen measuring lempelatu le in a flowing fluid environment. the sensor has 10 be in thermal 
contacl wilh Ihe flu id bein~ measured 'A'hen Ihere is no heat transfer the system is said to be 
in thelmal eqUilibrium and the sensor tempelature and gas temperature are equal In rea lity, if 
the sensor is immersed in the medium it IS mea&uring, the sensor temperature and the gas 
temperature will not be perfect ly equal because of conduction along the length of the sensor to 
or from the wall of the vessel where it is therma lly connected (Cessac, 2003) , 
2.2.1 Heat Flux probes 
Thermocouples are used for heat flux measurements in 'lfldustrial appl'lCatlons. Thin film 
thermocouple sensors are u&ually used to obtain transient temperature measurements for 
different operations Fast response from thefmocouples is achieved when a thin junction is 
formed between the two thermocouple metals Ishii et al (2000) measured the trans.ent wall 
temperature in an internal combustion erlgine sucGessfully using thin film thermocouples, and 
then conducted numerical analysis on th .. acquired values Sandefson and Sturtevant (2002) 
mention that one way to create a thin lilm senSor is to use abrasion on the exposed part 01 the 
sensor to create a burr across the small gap. This ~uarantees a thin junction, although the 
method involves very fine tolerances 
2.2.2 Flowing gas temperatu re measurement 
Measurement of gas tempefature in " flowing environment uSlflg thermocouples where fast 
response and the effect of the surrounding enVIronment has to be minimal. has been 
undertaken by Enomoto et al (19g7) Enomoto et al were trying to measure the temperature of 
the input char~e of an Internal combustion engine uSing ultra thin thefmocouples mounted in 
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This particular method was used in an attempt to negate the effect of heat condudion from the 
valve to the t~errnocou~e, and the heat capacity of the t~ermocouple However, It was 
realised that the sensor stili had a time constant of about 21-29ms due to the thermo-physic~1 
pro perties of the thermoco uple and t~e intake gas. 
Thermocouples have also been used to measure an instantaooous gas temperatule in the 
exhaust stream of a spark '9nlhon engine. Kar et al (2004) developed a compensation 
technique to estimate a tome constant to account lor the slow dynam'~ response 01 the 
thermocouple, and thus reconstruct the transient temperature being measured ThiS technique 
was developed with limited success by Kar et ai , showing a difference of only 30K on 
compared results. In prrnci~e, this is not far removed from the hypothesIs underlying the 
present research. however the method used by Kar et al would not be applicable to this project 
as It was assumed that conduction heat transfer was negl,gible 
2 2 3 Meas~ring the wall t®JOOrature of ~n Internal COmOOSllOn Engioo 
A met~od of measuring the wall temperature by imbedding a thermocouple within the wall of 
the engine and keeping the hot j~nction as close to the sur/ace as possible was also devised 
by Enomoto et al Figure 2-4 shows how these junctions were created This method was 
s~ccessf~1 in meawring wall temperatures and Enomoto et al noticed that t~e wall temperature 
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Comment: The use of I/'em)(x,;oupifis is " s""ple and well underslood way of meawring 
lemperaWfiis. Howovor, moasuromont of transiont temperatores using IhemlD(;Ooples /,as 
been shown to lag. duo to the physi<.;al propertll3S ort/'e probe, and this is expected to persist in 
Ihls projed. Howeverthe lack of Irlemlw!; regarding llle proposod mothod for tllis projoct loft an 
(~portunity fOf'investigation Sinco tho proposod techniqoe only captures I/'e temperaturE iii 
000 installt durillg the cycle. a model to simulate till> rest oflhe (;ycte /,as 10 IJe crearcd. 
2.3 Engine modelling 
2 3.1 Combustion cycle modelling 
Combustion models have been developed by many researchers and have been used to predict 
the conditions within the cylinder of an internat combustion engine. T~e combustion models 
make use of ger>eral thermodynamic princip les to calclilate the pressure and temperature at 
the corresponding CAD Models are usual~ based on the firs t law of thermodynamics, and t~e 
consefYation of mass. w~ile maintaining chemical eqllilibrium of alt the species invoOJed 
Confn uous development of combustion models has led to different types of models being 
developed These range from the very simple single lone modets where combustion IS 
assumed to be instantaneous and all COmblishon reactants are consumed at the start of 
combustion to two-zone models and th ree-lone models where combustion takes a finite time to 
occur 
Two-zone models w~ich describe the combustion process more realistically than the single 
zone model are a more common descriptor for engine research applications. In this type of 
model the cylinder volume is separated In to two zones, the unburned lone which contains the 
reactants and t~e burned lone W~ IC~ contains the combllstion products. In this type of model 
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spark towards the rest of the cy1inder as shown in Figure 2-5 In this type of model the 
combustion efficiency is often assumed to be 100% and the mass fraction burned is described 
by an empirically determined descriptor 
"0 nt 
unb"",,,rl 
' on ~ 
pist"n 
The rate at which the fu~lair mixture burns increases from a low value immedoately after the 
spark to a maximum value apprO" lmatety halfway th rough the burn duration then reduces to 
zero at the end of the combustion process, The burn duration can be described on two almost 
distinct phases: the flame development phase and the rapid burn phase, this is shown in Figure 
2-6, The flame development angle is described as the period after spark is discharged until 
significant cylinder mass has been burnett th is is typiGa lty between 5-10% The rap id burn 
angle is the perIOd where the bulk of the charge burns, from the flame development stage to 
the end of the combustion process (Heywood, 1988) In this formu la tion a mass and energy 
balance is maintained between the unburned and burned zones 
, 
Three-zone models describe processes in an engine in more detail than the other types of 
modelling, They consist of an unburned region , a burned region and a boundary layer region 
close to the cy1,nder walls where combustion does not take place completely, The thermal 
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tile engine because It quer.:;lles the flall1e as it approaches the cylillder walls Work done by 
Fiveland and Assan'!S (2001) predict tllat for certain cases as 111uch as 15% offllel mass may 
be potentially qllellched by the boundary layer. A simple model of tllis is sllown in Figure 2-7, 
/ 
n, mcfront 
uobu rn eo 
"'"'00 
'" 
th ... mdl 
bc-uno ,ty 
lajer 
Figul'e 2_7: '" ,im rJifiNl tlll'O< mHO modol. '110"''''~ " \ .rl,,"1 tl:H'" frO.1 prop"g"li,,~ lu"ard, ,10< """ 
2.4 Boundary layer modelling 
Several models have b€en dev~oped to predict heat flux lIsing conventional bollndary layer 
theory, and there has been a clear 'Indication tllat gas motion and pressure cllange are tile 
dOll1lnant parall1eters whICh Influence the boundary layer temperature distribution 
Research shows that there are isotherms parallel to the cylinder wall, bu t tllis pro~ Ie is distorted 
at the pistoll/cylillder wall alld cylinder wall/head intersec\Klns Therefore. in modelling the 
therrt'al boundary layer, the cylinder is generally separated into different sub-ll1odes and the 
geometric centres are represell1ed by nodes, where the tell1perature, density, composition and 
other properties are assumed to be constant with in that mass (Jenkin et al. 1900a) Figure 2·8 
depicts this method, 
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Figure 2-9 shows the profile ill the velocity and thermal boundary layers It is apparent from the 











layer. Between the outer 'constanC eddy COndllCtlVlty region and the rl€ar walilammar region is 
a transition region roughly corresponding to the overlap of the velocity and thermal boundary 
layers (Jenkin et ai, 1996a) , (Foster and Witze. 1987) . 
- . " ., - . ,. - c i g 
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24.1 Thermal boundary layer 
A thermal boundary is known to exist at the walls of internal combustion engines, Research 
has shown that the thermal boundary layer affects the heat transfer to the walls of the engine 
(Jenkin et al. 1996b) Measure,-nents have been done to determIne the effect of boundary 
layers on the heat transfer by LlICht et al (1991) These effects have been modelled by Jenkin 
et al (1996b) and Lawton (1987) and have shown that heat transfer in the engine is closely 
related to the boundary layer profile 
The thickness of the thermal boundary layer has been measured by Lyford-Pike and Heywood 
(1984) and the results are Illustrated in Figure 2-10 They found that the boundary layer 
thickness decreases during the intake stroke, and 'Increases steadily dUring compression and 
e~pansion, it then stops growing and becomes unstable dUring the exhaust process, separating 
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2.4 2 Velocity boundary layer 
Velocity measurements in a cylinder have been carned out and It has been esta~lShed that a 
momentum boundary 13yer exists on the walls, ' However, there is good evidence to suggest 
that conventional. tully developed turbulent bound8ry 18yer theory is not applicable to engine 
type flows primarily due to the high turbulence intensities in the "tree stream" core bulk flow" 
(Jenkin et 81. 19968, p8ge 5) 
Re~e8rch by Foster and Witze (1987) shows that the velocity profile in the bound3ry layer in a 
low swirl and high sworl intern81 combustion can be 8PPfOXlm8ted by the Bla~iu~ bound8ry 18yer 
function and the seventh power law which is generally used in turbulent boundary layers 
It ha~ al~o been shown that the velocity boundary layer is much smaller than the therm31 
boundary layer and the thickness of the velocity boundary layer is generally proportional to the 
thICkness of the thermal boundary layer, Th is proportlona lity IS governed by the Prandlt number 
of the fiowing fluKJ (Arpaci and Larsen. 1984) 
Comment: For the requirements of IIlis project a two-Zolle IllOd<ii vlOtlid be sulliciellt 10 
deSCribe lhe engirle cycle Altlloll'lll tiJe three-zOIJe model IS Said to be more accurate than the 
two-zOlle model, it \Vas rial rlectlSSilfy for this projecl to estimale the hydrocarbons irl the 
bolilldalY laye,. It Vias IlOwever Ilecesswy for IIris projeclto be able 10 esilfnaie a iemperalvffl 
profile and" velrxAy profile Ifr the bourrdary fa yer for the heat transfer caiclllatlOn, 
2.5 Heat transfer in SI engines 
Heat transfel in interna l combuslion englne~ ha~ been the ~ubject ot ~evelal previou~ studies 
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Annand and Woschni published formulas for estimating the heat transfer, which are widely 
used. 
2.5.1 Heat transfer in the cylinder of a 81 engine 
Annand's and Woschni's formulation of estimating convective heat transfer from the gas to the 
walls of internal combustion engines are the most commonly used when predicting heat 
transfer. These formulations are averaged over the volume of the cylinder, and the heat 
transfer coefficients and other gas properties are calculated at average gas cylinder 
temperature. 
The Nusselt number for both formulations is formulated for varying engine designs and charge 
motion (Heywood, 1988). 
Annand and Woschni produced quasi-steady state heat transfer equations and ignored the non 
steady effects produced by the boundary layer. However research has shown that heat 
transfer is at times in the opposite direction as to what logic would suggest due to boundary 
layer effects (Lawton, 1987). 
2.5.2 Heat transfer during charge induction 
The intake process is characterised by three distinct flow phases: overlap backflow, which 
occurs when cylinder pressure is higher than intake manifold pressure at the end of expansion; 
forward flow, which occurs when the piston is moving downwards drawing air into the cylinder; 
and displacement backflow, when the intake valve is still open and the piston is pushing the air 
out, which occurs mainly at low speeds. 
Work has been done to determine the heat transfer in the intake manifold of a spark ignition 
engine by Bauer et al (1996). The work involved single cylinder engines with similar 
geometries; where in one engine the intake gas temperature was measured using a fast 
response thin wire resistance thermometer placed at five locations along the manifold, and 
these were compared to CFD calculations done for the engine. It is argued that while the 
engines are different, the similarities served the purpose of a more qualitative understanding. 
Results shown in Figure 2-11 show the presence of residual burnt gas soon after overlap 
backflow, and Figure 2-12 shows that close to the cylinder there is a rise in gas temperature in 
the intake manifold due heat transfer to the gas from the engine walls. Figure 2-12 suggests 
that the gas which is displaced into the intake manifold towards the end of the intake stroke is 
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Figure 2-12: End of displacement backflow, comparison of experimental and predicted gas temperatures. 
Figure 2-13 shows the temperature in the inlet manifold during the forward flow. There is a 
temperature rise as the gas approaches the cylinder, which might be due to the presence of 
residual gas or heat transfer. These effects were separated by raising the inlet gas temperature 
to the wall temperature thus reducing heat transfer. The effect of this is shown in Figure 2-14. 
There is still a temperature rise in the gas, which is probably due to the continuing presence of 
burnt residual gas. 
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Figure 2-13: Experiment using ambient air as charge gas, forward flow CA 530, fresh gas temperature 30° 
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Figure 2-14: Experiment using preheated air as charge gas, forward flow 530° CA, fresh gas temperature 
70° C, coolant temperature 75° C, 1500 rpm/0.6 bar. 
The gas temperature measurements confirmed the penetration depth of the residual gas 
backflow of about 15cm, obtained from the CFD and the experiment. The rise of the inlet gas 
temperature in the manifold even when the initial temperature was raised showed the 
continuing presence of the burnt gas during forward flow. 
The paper by Bauer et al did not seem to account for any radiation heat transfer from the 
manifold walls and the inlet valve. The possibility of the temperature of the thermocouple rising 
due to the stagnation of air on the thermocouple probe has also been ignored. The conversion 
of kinetic energy to heat energy at an assumed static temperature of 300K and inlet gas 
velocities of 300m/s gives rise to temperature increases of approximately 45K. This could have 
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3. Theoretical Development 
It was of paramount importance to this project to be able to numerically model the complete 
engine cycle and heat transfer to and from the thermocouple, both for the purposes of initial 
design and verification of the method. This section contains the basic formulation of a complete 
engine cycle model, including a boundary layer model since it was found that the thermocouple 
was mostly in the boundary layer, and the heat transfer model used to predict the temperature 
of the thermocouple during the full engine cycle. 
3.1 Engine modelling 
The mainstay of this project was centred on the ability to empirically and mathematically 
reproduce the pressure traces measured from the engine using a simple model. Although this 
was possible to a certain extent, the model had several known drawbacks because of some 
assumptions used to idea lise the formulation for the purposes of simple computation. 
3.1.1 Combustion thermodynamics and chemistry 
In an ideal four stroke spark ignition engine the fuel/air mixture is compressed by the piston to 
a higher temperature and pressure. The mixture is then ignited by a spark and the combustion 
causes the pressure and temperature to rise and force the piston downwards. The combustion 
products leave the cylinder and fresh charge is inducted for the start of another cycle. An 
overall energy balance is maintained in the cylinder according to the first law of 
thermodyna mics. 
Equation 3-1 
~Q-~W = ~U 
An ideal complete combustion of general hydrocarbon fuel with air under stoichiometric 
conditions is shown in Equation 3-2. 
Equation 3-2 
C,H\ + (X + ~ )02 + 3.773NJ ~ xC02 + ~ H 20 + 3.773( X + ~ )N2 
The nitrogen in the air is assumed to be inert during the reaction, because when products are 
at low temperatures it is not affected by the reaction. (Heywood 1988) 
Due to the high in pressure and temperature in the cylinder some equilibrium reactions will take 
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formatloll of CO and H2 with in the products Df the reaction This is shown in EquatLon 3-3 and 
Equation 3-4 
I<.q"M;on .1-.1 
CO +-+ CO -~ O, 
' 2 ' 
Eq_ation 3-4 
CO.+ H, HCO -tf/ ,() 
Due to the presence of residual exllaust gas in the cylinder at the end of the exhaust stroke 
mixing w ith tile Irestl fueVair mixture being Inducted loto the cyl inder, EqlJation 3-2 wIll change 
form with some of the gas species in the exhaust gas forming part of the reactants of the 
equahon. EqlJat ion 3-2 then becomes 
[quat;,," 3_~ 
C, H ) , aO, ' /l.V, I ell,o -t dll , +eCO, -+ l eO ---. ~CO, - 1>1' ,0 -+ i,hi , -I- j ( ,() , kO, 1m , 
The molar concent rations In EquaflOll 3-5 are dependant on the type of fue l and tile operatll)g 
conditions of the engine 
3.1.2 Mass fractton burned- functional descriptor 
Mass fractIon binned x, IS determ·,ned from tile analysis of the measured pre5s,Jre obta·,ned 
from the experimental data It has been shown tilat the mass fraction burned has a 
characteristic S-shape CU rVe with respect to crank angle degree Mass fraction burned IS 
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In this work a Wiebe function shown in Equation 3-7, has been used to describe the generic 
mass fraction burned (Heywood, 1988): 
Equation 3-7 
x, = I-exr[ -a( O:t f'] 
Where a and m are variables obtained by fitting the calculated pressure profile to the 
experimental data. 
3.1.3 Engine breathing 
The gas exchange process was modelled as a quasi-steady process, where all flow was 
assumed to be incompressible, and the gas was assumed to obey the ideal gas law. 
Exhaust manifold pressure was assumed to be constant throughout the exhaust process. 
The slight pressure drop which occurs in the inlet manifold pressure was dependant on the 
resistance elements in the system, the cross-sectional area in which the gas travels, and the 
inlet density. The pressure drop in the inlet manifold is governed by the geometry of the 
manifold and the inlet conditions and is shown in Equation 3-8. The inlet manifold temperature 
was assumed to be constant during the induction process. The formulation of Equation 3-8 is 
shown in the Appendix A-2. 
Equation 3-8 
M -( +4FL).11 v 2 man - Kin D 12 Pman man 
3.2 Boundary layer theory and modelling 
3.2.1 Thermal boundary layer 
The thermal boundary layer is defined as the layer of fluid adjacent to a heated or cooled 
surface where significant temperature gradients are present in the fluid between the free fluid 
temperature and wall surface temperature. (Holman, 2002) 
Modelling of the thermal boundary layer in a motored engine has been described by Lawton 
(1987) in a study to show how the compression and expansion of gas in a cylinder of an 
internal combustion engine affects the instantaneous heat transfer rates. Lawton showed that 
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when the bulk gas temperature was lower than the wall temperature. Similarly the gas lost heat 
to the wall even when the bulk gas temperature was higher than that of the cylinder walls at the 
time. Lawton used the conservation of energy in the form shown in Equation 3-9 to determine 
the effects of compression and expansion on heat transfer. 
Equation 3-9 
ar _ a2r y -1 av r _ 0 --a-----·- -
at ax 2 v at 
Lawton subsequently deduced that the temperature in parts of the boundary layer could be 
higher than the bulk gas temperature due to the initial temperature profile before compression, 
and visa-versa during expansion, as illustrated in Figure 3-2. Lawton's work showed that during 
expansion a distinct cool region is formed just adjacent to the wall even when the bulk gas 
temperature is much higher than the wall temperature, leading to an S-shaped temperature 
distribution. A numerical solution of Equation 3-9 by Lawton is provided in the Appendix A-3. 





Figure 3-2: Figure showing the effect of compression on the temperature profile in the boundary layer of a 
SI engine during compression 
Thermal boundary layers in firing spark ignition engines have been measured by Lyford-Pike 
and Heywood (1984). They found the thickness of the thermal boundary layer to be around 
2mm - 3mm at times and could contain about 20 - 30% of the charge mass during 
combustion. They stated that the thermal boundary layer thickness was dependant on the 
thermal diffusivity of the gas and the time needed for the boundary layer to develop. They 
developed an expression which related the boundary layer thickness to the Reynolds number, 
which agreed well with the data they had gathered from their measured results. (See Equation 
3-10, Equation 3-11 and Equation 3-12) 
Equation 3-10 



















thermal boundary layer thickness 
thermal diffusivity 
time measured from TDC 
The Reynolds number was calculated as: 
Equation 3- t t 
Re = pvxo 
JL 
Where p, v, I-l are the gas density, velocity and viscosity respectively. All gas properties were 
assumed to be constant through the cylinder volume. It was also assumed that the gas velocity 











distance between piston head and cylinder head 
distance at which boundary layer thickness is calculated from cylinder head 
The validity of the Lyford-Pike and Heywood formulation was limited to conditions when the 
distance Xo was greater than two-thirds the clearance height. From Equation 3-10 it follows that 
the thermal boundary layer would approach zero at TDC as the mixture is burning, and should 
thicken during the expansion stroke because of the downward motion of the piston creating a 
downward axial velocity. 
3.2.2 Momentum boundary layer 
Jenkin et al (1996a) noted that the thermal boundary layer away from the cylinder wall is 
outside the influence of the velocity boundary layer, suggesting that the velocity boundary layer 
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theory over flat plates indicates that the thickness ratio between the velocity and the thermal 
boundary layer is: 
~~ Pr n 
oJ 
The limit of this ratio is approximately 1 for gases. (Aparci and Larsen, 1984) 
Foster and Witze (1987) measured the velocity close to the wall of a combustion chamber in a 
motored engine, and concluded that the velocity profile in a high swirl engine approaches a 
typical turbulent 11th power law. Hall and Bracco (1986) also measured velocity in the cylinder 
of a SI engine and found that, prior to combustion, the bulk velocities in a fired cycle closely 
follow those from a motored cycle but deviate from this at the onset of combustion, and return 
to the motored cycle values during expansion. Average gas velocities in the cylinder are 
discussed in chapter 3.3.3. 
3.3 Heat transfer modelling along the length of the thermocouple 
Empirical heat transfer modelling is based on classical steady-state and unsteady-state heat 
transfer formulations. The values of the variables used in this section were determined from the 
data gathered from test results. 
3.3.1 Steady state heat transfer 
Conduction heat transfer 
When a temperature gradient exists within a body, energy transfer by conduction occurs within 
the body from the region of high temperature to the region with a lower temperature, and the 
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Convection heat transfer 
Convection heat transfer is the diffusion of heat energy in a moving deformable medium. 
Convection heat transfer per unit time is expressed in terms of a heat transfer coefficient h, 
according to Newton's law of cooling. This is shown in Equation 3-14 
Equation 3-14 
q = hA (Tg - TH ) 
3.3.2 Unsteady state heat transfer 
When a solid body such as a thermocouple probe is subjected to a sudden change of 
environment, some time will elapse before a state of equilibrium is achieved. Research in this 
project made use of the lumped heat capacity method to calculate transient heat conduction. 
The lumped heat capacity method assumes that the internal heat transfer resistance of the 
body is small compared to the external resistance, so temperature gradients within the body 





3.3.3 Heat transfer through the thermocouple 
It is shown in chapter 2.2 that thermocouples have a slow response to the transient 
environment in a cylinder of an 81 engine. A model was developed to estimate the change of 
temperature of the thermocouple throughout the engine cycle, taking into account the effect of 
the heat conduction to the wall of the cylinder, and the convection from the flowing gas in the 
cylinder to the change in thermocouple temperature. The model assumed one dimensional 
conduction along the length of the thermocouple. 
The numerical model used in the project for estimating the heat transfer along the 
thermocouple was based on classical steady state heat transfer and local lumped heat capacity 
theory. The thermocouple was analysed in small elements as shown in Figure 3-3 and the 
basic formula used to calculate heat transfer in each of the elements is shown in Equation 
3-16. 
Equation 3-16 caters for convection and conduction into and out of the element, and an 
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~-1 i +1 
Figure 3-3: Picture of thermocouple elements 
Equation 3-16 
h (T k T, - T,+I _ kA T,-I - T, _ me dT = 0 AI g - T, ) - Ac fu: C fu: r dt 
The convection coefficient, h in Equation 3-16 was calculated using the Nusselt number 
empirically modelled for a situation with a cylinder and gas flowing across it. The relationship 





Where the Nusselt number is calculated from: 
Equation 3-18 
Nu = (a + b· Re c )Pr" 




The Reynolds number 'Re' for each element is calculated using gas properties at the film 
temperature (subscript f) which are assumed to be constant for the element. 
The velocity values, v used in the calculation of the Reynolds number were modelled by Hsiao 
(2006). Using CFD to provide ensemble averaged velocities in the CFR engine. This analysis 
was undertaken for the intake and compression strokes across the cross-section of interest to 
this particular project, in the clearance volume. High velocities were generated during the 
intake stroke, reaching a maximum value and steadily declining due to piston motion and falling 
even further during the compression stroke as shown in Figure 3-4. Hsiao showed that the 
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Figure 3-4: Gas velocity inside the cylinder as modelled by Hsiao (2006) 
The general shape of the velocity profile and the velocity values could be confirmed by typical 
values available from measurements by other researchers. Heywood (1988) showed that the 
velocity through the inlet valve is proportional to the piston speed, and thus the in-cylinder 
velocities could be scaled using the mean piston speed. Figure 3-5 below shows ensemble-
average mean velocities normalised using the average piston speeds, measured in the path of 
the intake flow that were presented by Heywood (1988). All the curves follow approximately the 
same shape and magnitude, supporting the decision to use this method to estimate average 
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4. Experimental Procedure 
Exp€riments for this project were conducted using a single cylinder CFR (Co·Op€rative Fuel 
Researchl engine. This section describes the structure and manufacture 01 the thermocoup les 
used lor experiments, and the setup of tile engine wh',le doing the experiments Tile dIfferent 
sets 01 data recorded and method 01 analysIs are also described. 
4.1 Thermocoupte and engine setup 
The numerical model dev,,"oped was used to select an appropriate diameter and length of 
tilelmocouple An unsheathed K·typ€ thermocouple was used in this project 
4.1 1 Man~lact~re of ThermoCO~Rle 
Initially a sheathed thermocouple was iJ(.I rchased The tip of the stainless steel sheath was cut 
away to expose the thermocouple Wiles. The exposed wires were tll en cut to the desired length 
out of the sheath and welded together After welding. the blob formed by the fusion of the 
thermocoople Wires had to be ground away until It WaS approximately the same thickness as 
the tllermocoup le WIre. This was done to reduce til e mass of the hot junctIOn and allow for 
modell ing simpliCity 
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C11J;Jter4 E'pemnen!iiI ProcedUle 
The exposed thermocouple was fitted Into a holder that was speCIally desIgned to fit into the 
spark plug hole 01 the CFR engine. while housing the thermocouple. The thermOCOllple was 
sHver soldered to the holder to enSlife good thermal contact between the cylinder walt and the 
thermocouple The thermocouple was soldered in such a way that the edge of the cut-away 
sheath was flush with the holder, in the hole marked 'A- in Figure 4-3, thereby exposing the full 
length of the thermocouple wires to the fiowlng in-cylinder gases. 
ri~u r. ~.J, Im"g~ or I h..-.,ocoupl. hokler 
The wall temperalure was measured uSing a second thermocouple embedded in the 
thermocouple holder in dose proximity to the thermocouple which was attempting to measllre 
the gas temperature The second thermocouple was fitted in the hole marked B' in Figure 4-3 
This was done In a bid to enslire that the wall temperature vailies used in the model were as 
close to reality as possible. The method used in embedding the thermocouple, while ensuring 
that the thermocoople junct ion was as close to the surface as possible. was the same 
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were dlsGOunted for modelling work because they were considered to be negtig,ble, so wall 
temper~ture was assumed to be GOnst~nt throughout the cycle 
An Image of the final thermocouple assembly is soown in Figure 4-4 be low 
41.2 Sel\IR on CFR engl~ 
The thermocouple holder Was loc~ted in one of the spark plug holes on the Side of the engine 
in the clearance votume. The spark pllig was moved to the top of the engine and fitted m ttle 
aperture IIIllere the knock sensor would normally be fitted Ttle engine was also equipped Wlttl 
a cr~nk-angle encoder. A taminar flow meter was fitted in front of the intake mamfold to 
measure mass of the air Inducted mto the engine cylinder A National Instruments NI DAQ 
c~rd w~s used to capture all the signals from the different transducers simult~neousr, and 
asslgn"lg them to the ~ppropriate crank-angle degree All the Signals were read via a computer 
interface in National Instruments L abVI E\N T~ , and then converted to spreadshoot format for 
analysis 
4.2 Experiments on the CFR engine 
bperiments for this project were conducted On the CFR engine while motoring and firing 
Basic dimensions of the CFR engine are shown in Table 4-1 Motored tests were conducted for 
the purposes 01 calibrating the model and the dat~ acquisition for processing the data from the 










Chapter 4 : Experimental Procedure 
Table 4 1 , d' f' I ylinder CFR engine - : BasIc ImenSIOns 0 Sm!!;1 e C 
Item Value 
Bore (mm) 82.55 
Stroke (mm) 141.3 
Compression ratio variable 
Engine speed variable 
Iva (CAD) -350 
IVC (CAD) -146 
Eva (CAD) 140 
EVC (CAD) -345 
Measurements were done on the CFR to acquire all data needed to enable full analysis of the 
measured temperature in the thermocouple. Besides the temperature of the thermocouple in 
the gas stream being recorded, the cylinder pressure, wall temperature and equivalence ratio 
in the case of fired engine cycles were recorded, The temperature, the absolute pressure, and 
the differential pressure at the laminar flow meter were also recorded. 
4.2.1 Motored tests 
Motored tests were run for the different protrusion lengths of thermocouples at different test 
conditions, with varying engine speed, compression ratio. Mass intake into the engine was 
calculated using the differential pressure measured across the laminar flow meter at the inlet 
manifold of the engine. The density of the air passing through the laminar flow meter was 
calculated from the measured gas temperature and the measured absolute pressure. 
Table 4-2 shows the range of conditions at which the tests were run. 
T bl 42 E ' a e - : n!!;me con d' , h th ItIons w en , b ' e engme IS emg mo ore d 
Engine speed Compression Ratio Induction pressure 
rpm - Bar 
300- 900 5.5- 7.0 -1.0 (atmospheric pressure) 
A linear relationship exists between the differential pressure across the laminar flow meter and 
the volume flow rate through it. Due to the nature of the flow dynamics in the inlet manifold of 
the engine the drop in pressure across the laminar flow meter lagged the inlet stroke. This 
phenomenon is shown in Figure 4-5. In light of the transient characteristics of the pressure 
drop, it was reduced to its mean value over the complete engine cycle and the volume flow rate 
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nt IS the time period which the inlet valve is open 
Clli'!plBf 4 Expcrimonlill r'rlXXXlllro 
I 
The equations above Show the simple calculation of the mass indUGted into the cylinder of the 
engine. 
The measured pressure va lues from the motored erlgir.e cycle were modelled and veri fied 
using the technique described;n chapter 3 1 Comparison of a typical measured pressure trace 
to a modelled trace from a motored engine cycle is shown in Figure 4-6 
Verification of the set compression ratIo and locating the actual TOC point in the acquired data 
was done by calculating the instantaneous polytropic coefr.:;:ient For fresh aIr, as IS the case 
with the motored ertg il"le the po lytropic coefficient for isentropic compression was expected to 
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.A. result of the ensuing calculation is shown is Figure 4-7. The figure shows the polytropic 
coefficient approachif19 the ideal va lue of 1 4 at approximately -50 CA.D and again at +50 CAD 
In the vIcinity of TDG the polytropIc coefficient has an asymptotic behaViour with the value 
going towards :P '. ;JS momentary constant temperature, constant pressure and constnnt 
vo lume cond itions are encountered slJCcess ively approach illg 1 DC. 
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Temperature values recorded from the measurement of the gas temperature initially 
experienced some signal noise, but this was remedied by passing the raw signal through a low-
pass filter and apply ing a smoothirtg fllnct lon to the acqllired data Two types of averaging 
functions were used lor smooth ing the recorded data, the rectartgular average, which replaces 
each point In the Signal with the average of the adjacent points, and the triangular average. 
which is a weighted smoothing function Fgure 4-8 shows a typical temperature trace 01 the 
thermocouple in a motored engine, with the smoothing lunction applied over it. 
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4,22 Fired tests 
Tests were conducted OIl the CFR ertgine using 95 Octane unleaded petrol from the market 
Fi red tests were run on the ertglne for vary ing ertgine speeds. compression ratios and air/fuel 
ratios. There were some limiting factors as to which test could be run and these associ~ted 
With the lean burn limits. and turbulence at low engine speeds 
Spar!< ti"'i~g 
1348TDC 
Most of the tests were rlln With fllellalr mixtll res leaner than stoichiometric In a bid to try ~nd 
reduce the average temperatures of the gas cylinder This was done in the hope of redllclng 
the over~11 heat tr~nsler to the thermocouple ~nd thus ~chieving ~ minimum thermocouple 
temperature belore the spark 
An ideal gas law was not assumed when modelling the jjred ertglne, Because of the g~s 










Chapter 4 bpefimentai Procedure 
constant. Thus the mod~ described In chapter 3 1 was used to simulate combustion, using 
measured values of volumetric efficiency and wal l temperature the modelled pressure would be 
compared to the measured pressure trace, This IS shown in Figure 4-9 The temperature 
values were also Cillculated using Ihe same model 
_200 
- t .. s t 
mod . 1 
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"Xl U 1UU 200 300 
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4_3 Modelling engine cycle and heat transfer to thermocouple 
Modelling the engine cycle for the analysis of resu lts was based on the measured cylinder 
pressure and the measured mass Inducted ',nto the engine with an esbmate of the residual gas 
mass. These were used to estimate ~n average gas temperature for the compression and the 
expansion strokes using the deal gas law An example 01 thi s method applied to a motored 
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Chapter 4 .' Experimental Procedure 
As can be seen in Figure 4-10 the values of pressure and temperature at Eva are about 50°C 
lower than the starting values at IVC. This is due to heat loss occurring during compression 
and expansion cycles. 
The conditions at EVa were used as the starting conditions for the breathing cycle. The quasi-
steady model described in chapter 3.1.3 was used to model the breathing cycle. The piezo-
electric pressure transducer used for this work tended to drift when changes in pressure were 
small. This was remedied by conditioning the transducer in an oven for 24 hours to remove any 
moisture that might have been altering the charge signal. Several iterations of the model were 
run until the conditions at Iva produced by the model matched those from the measured 
pressure signal. From this, a value of residual gas mass was estimated and was used for 
calculations. 
ance a bulk cylinder gas temperature was calculated a temperature profile for the thermal 
boundary layer could be modelled. Heat transfer along the length of the thermocouple was 
iterated until a state of equilibrium was attained by the model over the full engine cycle. The 
thermophysical properties of the thermocouple material used were found in a publication by 
Sundqvist (1992), who did research on the thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the Chromel 
and Alumel in the temperature range of interest in this project. The result produced by the 












CIHpier 5 Rewlls 
5. Results 
This section presents the results obtained during the !estir19 phase of this project Results are 
presented from the lortg thermocouple In the bulk gas of the cylinder , and both the 2mm and 
the 4mm thermocouples in the thermal boundary layer These selected results shaw the tren<Js 
of the thermocouple artd the effect of cha r19 ing parameters such as englllt' speed, 
compression rat io and thermocouple length. The measured results were comp~red to the 
estimated bulk g~s temper~tures to assess the ~ccuracy and validity Df the measuring 
technique 
5.1 Engine test results in the bulk gas 
Results meaSLIred from the bu lk g~s of the cylinder ~re shawn in t he fo lklwing graphs 
Temperature measurements in the bulk gas stream were dor.e with thicker thermocouple wires. 
and with varying protrUding lel)Jths 
The results of the longer thermocouple exceeding 20mm were not affected signif,cantly by the 
length of the thermocouple, a difference of approximate" 4 degrees is shown from a protrusIOn 
length of 20mm to 3Omm, and the swing of the thermocouple temperature is almast identical at 
approximater, 12 degrees. This is praba~y because the convection in the bulk of the cyllilder 
gas is uniform, and the effect of condoction from the w~1I is negligible, Th is shows In effect th ~t 
as the thermocouple gets longer, the effect at canduction from the wa ll gets less, and the gas 
convection becomes dominant 
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MeasurelT1€nts with the 101'19 thermocouple were also compared to the bulk gas temperatures: 











Clwplef 5 - Rewll, 
temperature SWing IS relatively small compared to the gas tempefatllre vafiation. Figure 5-3 
zooms in on the thermocollple temper~llIre highlighting the po ints where it intercepts the bulk 
gas lamperature and Ule Ulermal equilibnum points. It can be seen that the thermocouple 
tracKS Ule gas lemperature quite reas.onabty_ The minimum and max,mum temperatures of the 
thermocouple are almost matched to the blilk gas tempefatllres at that particu lar crank angle 
dagree Tha discrepancies could be accountad fm by the physical prapartles of til e 
thermoCiJuple wh ich cause a sl ight time lag_ and it may also be due to a bGal bOllrJdary layer 
fmming around the thermocouple wires 
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Figure 5-4 shows a tem perature trace from a fired engine USing the klng thermocouple. The 
trace shows that the minimum temperature occurs after the TOC, and tllat the thermocouple 










cycle. It was noted that thH thermocouple was not rHsporJdlng fast Klough to the changes in 
gas temperature to have the minimum gas temperature before the spark occurred. Changes in 
thermocouple dlalll<lter to enable faster response which would move the minimum temperature 
cklser to the spark point would hawl resulted in a grllater l!llTlp<lraturll swing and the 
thermocouple possibly exceeding its melting temperature. 
'<",----
'C" <00 
l' i2uro 5-~: [o"'poroto .. ",,,,.«ti ~~ , 1~I111" Iloor.' ... ·o'"l'l. ill " r.r. d <JIg;' .. at 600rpm "nd 5.l~ 
«Impr.,,;,," '-olio. 
5.2 Engine test results in the thermal boundary layer 
5.2. 1 Measu red t(lmQ(!raturH tracHs from a motored Ilng ine 
Selected results obtaiood from too thermOGou~"s protruding 2mm arid 4mm into gas s!rllam 
are presented below Although measured results were availa~e for a WIde range of 
compressIon ratIOs and engine speed, the results for the 2mm thermocouple presented n 
FigurH 5-5 show thH H!fHct of char>ging compress ion ratio at a constant spHtld, and the crank 
angle degrees at which thH minimum and maximum temperatures occur. The results for thH 
4mm thermocouple shown in Figure 5·6 show the effect of changing engme speed, It must bH 
noted however that all cycles were run and recorded at different wall temperatures, this has the 
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It was found that while there was a discernible swing in the thermocouple temperature, in most 
cases it did not track the gas temperature well It was found that for a given engine test 
condition the 2mm thermocoup le eX~lblted a greater ra"ge than the 4mm thermocouple. An 
example is shown ·,n Figure 5-7. th is WaS not expected prior to testing. although this could have 
been due to differel"ICes In thermocouple Wife thicknesses, other reasons for this are discussed 
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L 
Figure ~. 7: Co"'pad,,,. of ,~. ther.H>CO<lpl . tem[><ratul' . "ac .. ot 2m nl and 4mm at the ,om. 1 .. , . .. tin~ 
The temperature fluctuation measured by these thermocou~es was also negl~ible when 
compared to the bulk gas The two thermocouples are shown at the salTt€ setting in Figure 5-8 
and Figure 5-9 with the anootations showing the CAD where the min imums and ma.imums 
occur. As was expected the heal traflsler with'Jl the thermocouple to the cylinder wal l bmsed 
the thermocouple temperature to a lower value than the bulk gas temperature. 
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52 2 Measured temperature trace5 in a fired el"Kl lne 
A tYPical result from a ~red ellgine test is SllOWIl in Figure 5-10 In order to obta ll1 meaningful 
analysis It was important that 11>8 minimum temperatllre of the thermocouple wou ld occur 
before the spark Th is would enable an average gas temperature to be ca lculated before 
combustion was .nitlated 
Measurements were successful ·In as much that the minimum point occurred in the desired 
region I he minimum temperature in the thermocouple occurs before the spark event for the 
2mm thermocouple at engine speeds of 600rprn and lower, and With compress ion ratios 6.0 
and 5.5, and tYP ica lly lambda values of 1 10 to 1.20. At 450rprn and compression ratio 5.5 
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Chapter 5 : Results 
Figure 5-10 shows that the thermocouple temperature did not manage to track the bulk gas 
temperature sufficiently, showing small changes in thermocouple temperature when compared 
to changes in the simulated bulk gas temperature. 
For the firing tests none of the results from the 4mm thermocouple exhibited the minimum 












Chapter 6 Analysis of Results 
6. Analysis of Results 
After the results were collected anaJysI5 was dorte. al1d the ~alldity and usefulness of the 
results and methods used in assessing the results were considered In this section the ~alidity 
of the Ilunl€rical model is assessed and the factors that ~ffec\ed the thermocoup le 
measurements have also been considO!rO!cl 
Initial tests wO!rO! carriO!d out With thO! k:mg thermocouple to verify the validity of the project 
hypothesIs and the valkJity of the numerical heat transfer model Figure 5-1 SllOWS the 
comparison 01 the temperature predicted using thIS meaSLIrement \0 the c~lculated bulk gas 
temperatu re. From tile data shown in Figure 5-3, til e thermal inerba of tile thermocouple 
caused the gas thermal profile which was Inferred from the thermocouple data to exllibit an 
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The thermocouple temperature prediction derived from the heat transfer model is compared to 
an actual measurement in Figure 6-2 Tile figure shows that the model predIction exhibits a 
nominal offset of 3°C, which is about 2% on the current thermocouple read ing . On initIal 
assessrrl€nt this was thought to he satisfactory and the mOd€1 was then used to design til e 
smaller thermocouples used in tile later part of the project. Howe~er it was subsequently found 
that the heat transfer model was grossly insuffICient in predicting temperatures for the shorter 
thermocouples as it did not incorpora te the therma l boundary layer in its calculations A 
boundary layer model had to he included to calculate the temperature profile adjacent to the 
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S.1 Discussion of the validity of the rev ised numerical model 
A number of the tests conducted were used to calibrate the heat transfer mod~, which included 
the boundary layer model. This was done by model ling measured test conditions for the 2mm 
thermocouple only, since the results attained from the 4mm thermocoople from the fired engine 
were not useful for th'l8 project. The coeffic ients of the convection Coeff'Clent were adjusted to 
match the predided thermocouple temperature profile wi th the measured resu lt Coefficien ts of 
the Nusselt number ca lculation In Equation 3·18 were fi tted for this scenario An example of the 
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To check the val idity of the numerical model that was developed. the shape of the convedion 










Clwplur 6 , Aml/ysis uf Rusulls 
Figure 6-4 shows a globa l convection coeff>cient as predicted uSing the Woschni heat transfer 
model and the local convection coefficient for the 2mm thermocouple. VVhile the general shape 
of the two gra phs is simi lar there are obvious differences in the magn itude of the coefficients 
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The average Nusselt Number of the localised situation of the thermocouple was also plotted 
against the Reynolds Number. From work done by Annand, shown in Lawton (1987) and 
Heywood (1988). til e relationsllip between the two numbers is governed by Equation 6-1. 
Figure 6-5 shows that this form was maintained even for the localised situation 
~4u"'ion 6-1 
Nu=a, Re + c 
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It was found tllat the averag<3 convection coefficients lor the situations modelled could be 
described by a surface shown in Figure 6·6 The surface could be closely approximated by 
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compression ralio 
h = 1.0038."' " 89.528CR - 433.95 
engine speed 
A lumped heat capacity was assumed for the tiP of the thermocouple and was used to estimate 
the gas temperature from the measured thermocouple temperature Tile gas temperature was 
esllmated using the temperature at the thermal eQui llbnum pOint of the thermocouple and the 
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engine speed and wall temperature to account for changing boundary layer th icknesses and 
heat conduction to the walls of ti"le engine 
~qu",i"n 6·J 
, d( 
M(T - T)+ C - 'I'(·\,T) - O 
'? m ' dt "". 
6.1 1 Predicting the lxilk gas temperatures lor th€ motored engine 
CalculatIons done usirtg Equation 6-3 for the motored engine were periormed at the CAD of t!"le 
thermocouple s thermal equilibrium , to determirte the trapped cylinder mass and then the gas 
temperature profile was calculated from the measured pressure assuming the ideal gas law 
The temperatures were found to be in good agreement with the estimated calculation of the 
"deal gas law while estimating the mass. The error range produced from the calculated 
temperature was ±40"C at the point of ca lculat~Jn_ and this could translate to ±70"C at TOC 
Examples of some of ttie calculat ions are shown below_ exhibHing cases of close matches 
over-p<ediction and under-prediction. The inability of the model to estimate the bulk gas 
temperature with better accuracy stems from the fact that the average convection coeffic.ent on 
Equation 6·2 is estimated assuming direct proportionality to engine speed and compression 
ratio, but in reality this was not the case, 
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6. 1 2 Predicting the bulk gas temperatures for the fir ed engine 
As mentioned in chapter 3 2.2. Hall and Bracco (1986) stated that gas motion within a cyl'Ir)der 
of a fired engine before the onset of combustion is Similar to that ,n a motored eng,ne With this 
in mind, Equatioll 6-3, with similar coefficlellts to those used to calculate the motoring cycles 
was used to predict bulk gas temperature ill the fired engine 
The calculation appeared to under-pred,ct the bu lk gas temperature by as much as 100'C at 
the CAD of the thermocouple's th ermal equilibrium. Whe.l CGmpared to simulated temperatures 
An example is shown In Figure 6-10. It must be kept in mind however that the simulated 










Chapter 8 -' I1"alY818 of RBS<JitS 
due to cycte-cycle variations Temperatures during the compress ion stroke have been shown 
to vary by as much as 5O'C, at the same CAD (Hajlreza et at, 1999) 
__ model s 'mulahoo 
_150 _, 30 _" 0 
'-i~" rO 6-1 0, CO'''I," 'i,on of lho len, pO'.luro l' cctl"'totl u,;ng Ibo Ihor",""oupic "".","'"l<n( <om porro to • 
,; mui,,,.d p .. um •• 1 6flO"pnl ,,,,d cum 1' ..... ;001 .. ,I;u ~5. 
6.2 Ellect of the boundary layer on heat transfer to the thermocouple 
The effect of the boundary layer was fully incorporated 'In the ~eat transfer model used It was 
fOUnd that the 2mm and the 4mm thermocouple were located within the boundary layer during 
t~e motored cycle, Modelling of the temperature profile within the t~ickness of the boundary 
layer and the heat transfe r to the thermocouple were done using the model described In 
chapter 3.2.1 Figure 6-11 below shows the typ'>;:a l profi le of the Ixlundary layer temperature 
I 
'2 '" d co .. 
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Figure 6-12 a Ild Figure 6- 1 3 below show the tem peratu re profiles plotted against distance from 
the cylinder wall at different crank angle degfees for the compression stroke and the expansion 
stroke. FIgure 6-13 shows a distinct cool regIon near the wall. and a characteristic S-shape of 
the temperature profile In the early part of the expansion stroke This pherlOmenon is expected 
from the work done by Lawton_ 
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This in effect caused the temperature Within the thermocouple to start dropping e~en though 
the temperature of the bulk gas was stil i mlJCh higher than the thermocouple temperature 
Fgure 5-7 showed that the 4mm thermocouple exhibited a lesser temperature swing than the 
2mm thermocoup le, and this result was not expected from tile onset. Bul after careful analys's 
of literature a~ailable , Hsiao (2006), wl'lO modelled the flow Inside the CFR engine showed swirl 
~ow forming a forced vortex dUring the inlet process and this torm for the velocity profile is 










Chapter 6 : Analysis of Results 
sharp increase in air velocity from the cylinder wall, which reaches a maximum value in close 
proximity of the wall, then falls off rapidly towards the centre of the cylinder. This should, in 
effect, cause a decrease in the convection away from the cylinder walls, thus reducing 
convection heat transfer to the tip of the longer 4mm thermocouple. Work done by Foster and 
Witze (1987) showed that the turbulence effects of gas motion decreased away from the wall 
and this might also have caused less convection with distance increasing away from the walls 
of the cylinder. 
However the model described in chapter 3.2.2 used to predict the velocity profile for this project 
did not capture this form, and this caused the heat transfer model to over-predict the 











Chapter 7 : Conclusions and Recommendations 
7. Conclusions and Recommendations 
The conclusions presented here are drawn from the results of the investigation, with focus on 
the objectives set out at the start of the project. 
An engine model was successfully created. The engine model, could describe the breathing 
strokes, compression, and combustion with acceptable and useful accuracy. The two-zone 
combustion model used simulated the combustion process effectively. It was however found 
that during the late part of the expansion stroke, heat loss predicted by the engine model was 
not sufficient to fully describe actual results. 
The boundary layer model used to improve the numerical model exhibited acceptable accuracy 
when predicting the temperature for the 2mm thermocouple. However it was not sufficient to 
predict the velocity profile and this caused it to over predict the temperature profile of the 4mm 
thermocouple without substantial changes to the convection coefficient which would have been 
technically questionable without experimental data. 
A heat transfer model for the thermocouple was also successfully created. The heat transfer 
model managed to capture the general shape of the temperature profile in the thermocouple, 
showing sensitivities to changes in in-cylinder gas velocities. Thermo-physical properties of the 
thermocouple material, such as density were taken as a constant and immune to change due 
to temperature fluctuations. These assumptions proved to have little effect on the sensitivity of 
the model. 
The thermocouple was successfully constructed and used to infer the gas temperature in the 
engine. The thermocouple however did not manage to capture the desired bulk gas 
temperature because the thermocouple was situated within the boundary layer and the 
associated time constant introduced calculation difficulties and consequent prediction 
uncertainties 
With due correction for the thermal boundary layer thickness and the heat transfer to the walls 
of the engine, the 2mm thermocouple, was shown to be capable of predicting the bulk gas 
temperatures and achieved accuracies of ±40°C for the motored engine. This compensation 
technique did not hold true for the fired test results, when coefficients were maintained, errors 











Chapter 7 : Conclusions and Recommendations 
Although the numerical model used in this project could be further improved to describe the 
temperature in the thermocouple with more accuracy, it would not enhance the measuring 
capabilities of the method, since the uncertainties in the transformation to a fired engine would 
remain. 
For the measurement of gas temperature in the combustion engine it is recommended that the 
research group should explore the possibility of making use of acoustic methods. This is 
because they are relatively simpler and cheaper than laser based methods. Although acoustic 
methods have been shown to exhibit uncertainties due to changing conditions in the cylinder; 
pressure, temperature and gas composition, they have not appeared to have compromised the 
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Appendix A : Numerical model development 
A. Numerical model development 
A.1 Combustion model 
A two-zone model was used to simulate combustion pressures and temperatures. Conditions 
at IVC are set from the end conditions at the end of the breathing cycle calculation and the fuel 
type and air/fuel ratio are manually defined. The pressure was solved by maintaining an energy 
balance before the spark was initiated. After the spark had been initiated the mass fraction of 
the charge burned was calculated using the Wiebe function, the burned volume calculated and 
the pressure and burned temperatures solved, while maintaining an overall energy balance. 
Gas species were also solved for simultaneously to maintain a chemical equilibrium. The 
calculation ended once EVO was reached. Shown in Figure A-1 is a flow diagram of the engine 









14-----1 Predefined fuel 
and air !fuel ratio 
Define mfb using 
Wiebe function 
Gas species to 
maintain chemical 
equili brium 
Figure A-I: Flow diagram for the combustion model 












Appendix A .' Numerical model development 
A.2 Engine breathing model 
At the start of the exhaust process the cylinder pressure and temperature were defined from 
the conditions at EVa, and thereafter they were defined by the following equations. 
The temperature within the cylinder at any point in time was assumed to follow the ideal gas 
law. 
Equation A-I 
T = PV 
cri . mR 
The mass at every step through the iteration was defined by Equation A-2, and the density also 
obeyed the ideal gas law. 
Equation A-2 
m2 = ml +!1m 
Equation A-3 
P 
Peri = RT 
The velocity of the gas through the valves was governed by the difference in pressure between 
the cylinder and the manifold using Bernoulli's equation and assuming incompressible flow. 




v = 2l Per! - Plllan 1/ , /p 
And p is either plllan or Pcy!, determined by the direction of fluid flow. 
Equation A-5 
!1m = m!1t 
Where m = pAv, and p is determined by the direction of fluid flow 
The effective area through the valve is then the product of the curtain area available when the 













Appendix A : Numerical model development 
During the intake process, losses through the intake manifold are calculated as follows: 






P ·A man man 
Equation A-8 
Where ~p man is a combination of the losses encountered at the manifold entry and the through 
the elbows, and the losses as a result of friction through the manifold. 
_( + 4FL). 1/ v2 ~PIl1UI1 - Kill D 12 Pman man 
Changes in the enthalpy, work done and internal energy are shown in Equation A-10 to 
Equation A-12. 
Equation A-tO 
~h = ~m·C ·T 
f' 
Where T is chosen appropriately as either manifold or cylinder temperature 
Equation A-12 
V CI! = m2 • C\ . . Tn! 
A cylinder pressure is calculated to maintain the overall energy balance in Equation A-13. 
Equation A-13 











Appendix A : Numerical model development 
A.3 Numerical solution to thermal energy equation 
Numerical solution to equation 3-9, has been provided by Lawton (1987). The equation has 
been solved by a simple explicit finite difference scheme as follows: 
Equation A-14 
aT G, - T, 
= at 6t 
Equation A-IS 




a2T T,~I - 2T, + T,+I = --'---'----'-------'-:..:... 
ax2 &2 
Substituting Equation A-14 to Equation A-16 into equation 3-9 gives 
Equation A-17 
G, = (1- 2p, - u)T, + p, (T,~I + T,+I) 
Where 
And 












Appendix B : Thermo-physical properties for k-type thermocouple 
B. Thermo-physical properties for k-type thermocouple 
Table 8-1 and Table 8-2 provide the thermo-physical properties for Alumel and Chromel, used 
in this project, from work by Sundqvist (1992). 
T bl 81Th a e - : h . I . ~ AI ermo-pllyslca propertIes or ume 
T (K) a (mm2/s) Cp (J/kg/K) k (W/m/K) 
275 7.36 452 28.5 
300 7.34 464 29.2 
325 7.32 476 29.9 
350 7.30 489 30.6 
375 7.25 501 31.1 
400 7.16 515 31.6 
425 7.14 510 31.9 
450 7.53 502 32.6 
The paper however did not provide specific heat values (Cp ) for Chromel, thus Equation 8-1 




T bl B 2 Th a e - : h . I . S for Chromel ermo-pllyslca propertIe 
T (K) a (mm 2/s) k (W/m/K) 
275 4.63 16.7 
300 4.68 17.3 
325 4.75 17.8 
350 4.82 18.4 
375 4.91 19.0 
400 5.00 19.7 
425 5.09 20.3 











AppernJlx C Rewlts 
C. Results 
The following figures show the comparison of the bu lk gas temperature as predicted usirlg the 
ideal gas equation and the gas lemperature Inferred from Ihe 2mm IhermOGouple readirlgs 
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